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“What’s it all about?”

This book is about folly or, to use a more modern word,
foolishness. I know, a pretty broad topic. To narrow it down a
little, it’s about

 good ideas gone terribly—or somewhat—wrong,
 ideas that were bad to begin with,

           and
 failure: spectacular and less spectacular.

It is true that foolish actions are sometimes rewarded. But I’m
not as interested in the outcome as the attempt. Folly is both the
object of pursuit and the impulse that drives the pursuer. It is that
which might appear small and unimportant to the world—but
means the world to the one who pursues it. In this sense the
small brown bird is folly’s emblem and even its incarnation. This
fact is self-evident to birders and will, hopefully, become
apparent to others once they’ve read the story “S.B.B.”

It needn’t actually be a bird, small, or brown. The object of
desire could be many things. I challenge you to find one person
who does not have such a creature in his life, even if he keeps
the poor thing half-starved in the basement. Out with it! Let it
sing! Let it fly around the house and crap on things!

You know folly personally. If you are a parent, especially the
parent of a teenager. If you live in service to your art. If you’ve
ever chaired a meeting. If the words ‘pushing string’ mean
anything to you. If you are a researcher of any kind. If you have
ever taken on City Hall or the phone company. If you’ve ever
tried to get anything done in the garden. If you have ever been in
love.
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It’s true that folly can get big and ugly. It can cause the stock
market to crash and nations to go to war. I am not going there
with this book. What interests me is personal folly and the kind
that stops somewhere short of madness, utter ruin, or violence.
(Well, there’s a pinch of insanity, ruin, and violence in these
stories but it’ll be fine, trust me.)

Folly, a.k.a. foolishness, has got a bad rap. I would like to
see it elevated to a respectable state again. I wrote this book to
stand up to her detractors. We have got rid of foolishness, or at
least we pretend we have. How embarrassed we are of anything
frivolous or futile. ‘Failure is not an option!’ Well, look out—
because I am going to be using the F-word, a lot.

 There is an emotional prudery rampant in society: so much
pressure to win, to always have the answer and everything comes
out right. There is a dourness to it that puts me to sleep. We have
lost the art of losing. We have lost our panache! We are at risk of
becoming highly successful bores. With this book I hope I have
created a kind of rest area, a safe place in which to fail.

And what does this all have to do with the brilliant scholar
Desiderius Erasmus, a man who lived some five hundred years
ago? He wrote the Moriae Encomium or The Praise of Folly,
wherein Folly, a supernatural entity, gives a speech in which she
lavishes praise on herself and argues that she is the greatest
motivator and organizer of mankind. Her sharp and funny
arguments are impossible to resist. Nobody is let off the hook:
the wise and powerful are just as foolish as the common folk
they disdain.

For Erasmus, folly is ignorance, stupidity, greed, all the
human vices. I’m not sure I can count him a ‘defender of Moria’.
Does he not see what is truly beautiful about folly and that it is
the spice of life? I know, I know—Erasmus has bigger fish to
fry. As for me, I’d rather have a beer with guys like Cyrano and
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Fitzcarraldo, although I have the sense not to share a cab with
them! I tip my hat to the these glamorous devotees of Big Folly,
while in my stories I celebrate the small adventure. It so happens
that Moria is the girl next door—and she’s more than a little odd.

Shall we begin?

Have you got yourself something to eat or drink? Are you
settled in your cosy chair? Do not be alarmed if you hear strange
rustling and pecking sounds from the basement. It’ll be okay.
Just relax and let my characters do foolish things for you.


